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1. TIMBER PRODUCTION FUNCTION
The concept production process means the
transformation of inputs into outputs, and it
can be summarized by a mathematical relation
which is called the production function
(COHEN and CYERT 1965, p. 110). The tim-
ber production of a forest stand, too, can be
described by a production function. The in-
puts of the function consist of land, growing
stock, silvicultural measures, etc., the outputs
being various assortments of timber. In the
present connection, in order to simplify the
problem, a production function for only one
year will be considered. It is also assumed
that land and growing stock are the only
variable inputs and the annual value growth,
the output. Under these circumstances, the
timber production function takes the follow-
ing form:
in which Y = annual value growth of the
stand
Xx = area of the stand
X2 = growing stock of the stand
X3, . . . , Xn = other factors influen-
cing the value growth (here
assumed to be constants)
The partial derivative of this function with
BY
respect to the area of the stand (-—) gives
the marginal productivity of the land. It
expresses the increase in annual value growth
per unit of marginal increase over the area
of the stand when its total growing stock
remains unchanged. Consequently, the par-
tial derivative of function (1) with respect
BY
to the growing stock (^^-) gives the marginal
dX2
productivity of the growing stock and ex-
presses the increase in annual value growth
per unit of marginal increase in the growing
stock when the area of the stand remains
unchanged.
If we assume that the value growth is
linearly dependent on the area of the stand
when the growing stock per hectare remains
constant, function (1) can be expressed as
follows:
It can be seen that when the area and
total growing stock of the stand are multi-
plied by n, the value growth will also be
multiplied by n. Thus, function (2) is a linear
and homogeneous production function (SPEN-
CER and SIEGELMAN 1964, p. 267). It can
also be noticed that the partial derivatives
of function (2) with respect to Xx and X2
can be expressed as a function of W only.
Furthermore, using its partial derivatives,
function (2) can be expressed as follows:
(3) Y -
axx ' ' ax, -
(BAUMOL 1965, p. 405)
2. DETERMINATION OF THE RATIONAL GROWING DENSITY
Figure 1 shows some of the main features
of production function (2) (cf. SPENCER and
SIEGELMAN 1964, pp. 260—262). When the
density of the growing stock is very low,
competition between trees does not markedly
reduce the growth of the trees. On the
contrary, the trees may support each other's
growth by providing protection against wind
and other damages. Thus, it can be assumed
that in a low density stand, an increase in
the growing stock raises the value growth
with increasing speed. This means that the
marginal productivity of the growing stock
goes up as the growing stock increases.
The inflection point of the value growth
function is located at the density where the
negative effect of competition between the
trees nullifies the positive effect of protection.
The marginal productivity of the growing
stock starts falling after this density. On the
other hand, the average productivity of the
growing stock increases still further until it
Figure 1. Annual value growth (Y), marginal productivity of the land (^~) , marginal productivity of
3Y Y
the growing stock (g^~), and average productivity of the growing stock (^-) at certain age as a
function of the growing stock per hectare (W).
reaches the positive stationary point at a
certain density. At the same density the
marginal productivity of land becomes posi-
tive.
When the density of the growing stock is
so high that any increase in it will decrease
the value growth, the marginal productivity
of the growing stock becomes negative. At
this density the marginal productivity of the
land equals the value growth per hectare (cf.
formula (3)) and continues to ascend with
increasing density.
The previous characteristics taken from
Figure 1 indicate that the only rational grow-
ing densities if only timber production is
concerned are those in which the marginal
productivities both of the land and of the
growing stock are positive. This conclusion
becomes even more evident if the isoproduct
curves of the production function in figure
1 are examined (Figure 2, solid lines). These
indicate that if the growing stock is reduced
below the level required for the maximum
average productivity of the growing stock,
the total growing stock and also the area of
the stand must be increased in order to
maintain a certain total value growth. Re-
spectively, if the density of the growing stock
AREA OF THE STAND
GROWING STOCK OF THE STAND
Figure 2. Isoproduct curves of two value growth functions.
exceeds the density where the value growth
per hectare is maximized, the area of the
stand, and correspondingly also the total
growing stock, must be increased in order
to reach a certain value growth level.
The value growth function of a stand may,
of course, be of a more simple form than
that in Figure 1. If there is no inflection
point in the value growth function, the mar-
ginal productivity of the growing stock de-
creases at the same time as the growing stock
increases and the marginal productivity of
the land is never negative. Correspondingly,
if the value growth function has no max-
imum, the marginal productivity of the grow-
ing stock remains always positive. If both
the inflection point and the positive station-
ary point are missing, any growing density
between zero and infinity may be rational
under certain conditions. An isoproduct curve
of a value growth function of this kind is
presented in Figure 2 with a dotted line.
3. FINANCIAL MATURITY AND OPTIMUM GROWING DENSITY
OF THE STAND
In timber production, either land or grow-
ing stock, and very often both of them, are
scare resources. Therefore, it is not sufficient
that the growing density of the stand is
within the rational limits defined earlier. It
is also required that the marginal productiv-
ity both of the land and of the growing stock
exceeds or at least equals their opportunity
costs.
The opportunity cost of the land in timber
production is determined by the fact that
land which is now occupied by the present
growing stock can also be used to grow
further timber generations. The opportunity
cost of forest land can be expressed by the
land value. In a single forest stand the land
value can be calculated by Faustmann's for-
mula, for example, and in a fully regulated
forest with the use of the average land rent
(KILKKI 1968, p. 230). The annual opportunity
cost of the land equals the annual land rent
obtained by multiplying the land value by the
guiding rate of interest. A stand can be grown
further if the marginal productivity of the
land is greater or equal to the annual land
rent:
3Y , p 9Y p
äxj"~iöö ^ axxL - löö
p
in which —— «= guiding rate of interest
L = land value
The opportunity cost of the growing stock
is determined by the fact that the growing
stock is simultaneously a factor of production
and a product, too. The opportunity cost of
having one unit of the growing stock for one
more year equals the annual rent of the in-
come drawn from selling one unit of the
growing stock. The optimum density of the
growing stock is obtained when the marginal
productivity of the growing stock equals the
annual rent of one unit of the growing stock:
ax2 100 '" ax2u 100
in which U = unit price of the growing stock.
Thinning and regeneration decisions for the
stand can be combined within the same
decision process (Figure 3). First, it is ex-
amined to see whether the marginal pro-
ductivity of the land falls below the annual
land rent. If this is the case, the stand must
be regenerated, because it is impossible mo-
mentarily to increase the growing stock so
that the marginal productivity of the land
would be increased, too.
If the marginal productivity of the land
exceeds the annual land rent, the marginal
productivity of the growing stock is ex-
amined. If this falls below the annual rent
of one unit of the growing stock, the stand
must be thinned to the density at which the
marginal productivity of the growing stock
equals the annual rent of one unit of the
Figure 3. Decision making process in the determi-
nation of the treatment of the stand.
growing stock. If the marginal productivity
of the growing stock exceeds the annual rent
of one unit of the growing stock, the stand
should be left for further growth.
If the stand has fallen to the thinning
category, it must be re-examined after thin-
ning to see whether the marginal productivity
of the land still exceeds the annual land rent.
It is fully possible that in an old, heavily
stocked stand, the marginal productivity of
land is high enough to justify continued
growth of the stand: however, after thinning
it may appear that the land could be used
more efficiently to grow a new tree genera-
tion.
It can also be shown by the use of deriva-
tion that the optimum density defined as
above, guarantees the highest possible v-va-
lue (see e.g. JÖRGENSEN and SEIP 1954) that
indicates the financial maturity of the stand:
* -
Y
- i f e X ' L - r o X ' U -
2 L . . - Ü P U ^ Q ^ a Y _P_
ax2 ax2 loo "* ax2u 100
4. DISCUSSION
In the previous discussion the logging costs
were totally disregarded. Because the logging
costs depend heavily on the logging method
employed and on the amount of timber cut,
the real optimum cutting practices may differ
remarkably from those derived from the
decision model in Figure 3 (see e.g. KILKKI
and VÄISÄNEN 1969). The location of the
stand, too, has a strong influence on the
optimum cutting pattern in the stand. The
problem then is whether it is worthwile to
lose some timber production in order to gain
certain savings in logging costs.
It must also be noticed that only one
year's production period was under surveil-
lance. Therefore, the results can be safely
used only in stands that fulfill certain con-
ditions. First, the marginal productivity of
the land at optimum density must already
be declining as the age of the stand increases.
Secondly, the density of the stand must be
at the optimum level or above it, or clearly
under the optimum. Third, the optimum
density of the stand may not increase with
increasing age more than the growth permits.
Of course, it is possible — even though more
laborious — to extend the production period
under surveillance to more than one year.
A practical difficulty arising when the
previous method is applied is the difficulty
in estimating the parameters of a value growth
function at the degree of accuracy needed
for cutting decisions. Even though the func-
tions were accurate enough to draw value
growth estimates, their adequacy for estima-
ting the optimum density of the growing
stock is questionable. This is due to the fact
that errors increase remarkably when deriv-
ates are applied instead of the original func-
tions.
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SELOSTE
MAAN JA PUUSTON RAJATUOTTAVUUKSIIN PERUSTUVA METSIKÖN
KÄSITTELYN OPTIMOINTI
Metsikössä tapahtuvaa puuntuotantoa on kuvattu
lineaarisella ja homogeenisella tuotantofunktiolla
(2), jossa tuotteena on vuotuinen arvokasvu ja
muuttuvina tuotannon tekijöinä maa ja puusto.
Tämän tuotantofunktion osittaisderivaatat ilmaise-
vat maan ja puuston rajatuottavuudet. Näitä raja-
tuottavuuksia on käytetty metsikön uudistamisen
ja harventamisen tarvetta määritettäessä (piirros 3).
Metsikkö on uudistettava silloin, kun maan raja-
tuottavuus jää pinta-alayksikön suuruisen alueen
vuotuisen koron alapuolelle ja harvennettava sil-
loin, kun puuston rajatuottavuus jää yhden puusto-
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